**Recommended Large Special Event Parking Layout**

**General Lake Parking Area**

*Knowledge*

- A typical parking space is 10X25 feet
- There is a ditch separating the primary and secondary parking areas. Cars will not make it across this ditch safely. Please drive around.
- This is the optimal method of parking for a large event.
- We HIGHLY recommend a crew of parking attendants to direct cars for optimal parking capacity.
- If the ground is wet due to rain parking lots will remain closed!
- You’re welcome to stake off rows if you remove the stakes at the end of the event.

---

**Primary Special Event Parking Area**

- 69 total parking spaces
- 3 rows with 23 cars per row

**Secondary Special Event Parking Area**

- 299 total parking spaces
- 13 rows head to head with 23 cars per row